OPTIMIZATION OF GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF HARD METAL MICRO DRILLS TO INCREASE TOOL LIFE AND PERFORMANCE OF DRILLING PACKAGE OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, DETAILS AND THE UNITS OF MECHATRONIC SYSTEM
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Abstract: In the presented work investigated the changes of power characteristics of deep drilling package of printed circuit board’s hard metal micro drills depending on the drilling depth, cutting data and geometry of the drill. In particular studied the nature of changes in axial efforts and torque depending on the drilling depth drill with different inclinations of the spiral grooves using specially designed highly sensitive devices, enabling direct measurement method. Based on the analysis of the results of the study, changes in the geometry of existing standard drills. Proposed new construction of micro drills vary-angle spiral grooves in such a way that the angle is the maximum value at the top of the drill and uniformly decreases towards the end of the working parts. The drills are manufactured with different inclinations of the spiral grooves. Based on the experiments of them chosen more for its near standing power rates to the standard drill bit and its comparative test with a standard drill bit, bringing them up to the breakage, thanks to which the proven advantages of drills new design. Taking into account the results of the experiments proposed drill elongated structures to improve performance by increasing the processing drilling depth and accordingly the number of plates in the package of printed circuit boards.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is impossible to imagine modern equipment without electronic knots, starting from household and ending with space equipment. Printed circuit board’s production, basic parts of electronic equipment associated with drilling process vast quantities of small diameter holes (about 1mm or less). Carry out drilling of micro carbide drill geometry, which has multiple experiments an experiences relevant production. In particular: the optimum cutting angle and spiral angle grooves respectively is 300, and the rear angle 180. They are refaced through each hole and 1000 are designed for 3-4 regrinding costs.

Production of printed circuit boards is mass production, where performance is carried out with the aim of increasing the drilling package, composed of several plates, it has a place of deep-hole drilling, where the drill depth exceeds the diameter of 8-10 times.

Downtimes of expensive technological equipment, especially in mass production are associated with significant economic losses. In the production of printed circuit boards easy connected not only with the replacement of the tool with the aim of reshaping, but unexpected, caused by fragile destruction even before the first reshaping. Probability of brittle fracture grows significantly during deep drilling package of printed circuit boards. When this zone is located in the near destruction of the end of the spiral grooves.

Providing the best mass production processes for manufacture of printed circuit boards, at least a slight increase in resistance, including fragile resistance micro drills and consequently increasing productivity processes, can provide significant economic benefits.

2. THE MAIN PART

Research work with a view to enhancing the resistance of tungsten carbide micro drills and deep hole drilling process performance package of printed circuit boards were held in the laboratory precision micro instrumental Department “Industrial Technologies Engineering Mechanics”, Georgian Technical University in close cooperation with specialists of the Institute of Manufacturing Technology and Quality Management (IFQ) Magdeburg University Otto-von-Guericke (Germany).

Studies were initiated the study of the nature of the change of power indicators-torque and axial reinforcement depending on the depth of cutting and drilling printed circuit board package from fiberglass.

To measure the axial effort was the appliance is made on the basis of known methods and existing analogs, measuring element, which is the system of strain gauges mounted on the elastic casing (see fig. 1).

As for measurement of a torque, in our case the existing indirect method at which measurement is carried out by means of measurement of power of process of cutting is unsuitable as we deal with very low indicators. That is why it is necessary to use this method, which will make it possible to measure directly the torque with high precision. To this end, we have designed and manufactured a special device (see fig. 2), in which table for drilling is equipped with rotating lever mechanism. As the measuring element, elastic element applies here too with the system of load cells, only the higher strain measure (0.2 g).

Fig. 1. Instrument for measuring axial efforts.
Experiments were conducted with drills from solid alloy VK60M diameter φ 0.9mm long spiral groove l=10mm. Rake angle and spiral angle grooves respectively ω=30°, rear angle was 18°.

Drilling was carried out a package of printed circuit boards of fiberglass thickness 1.6mm composed of 5 plates with a total thickness of 8mm (see fig. 3).

Drilling of blanks is carried out on different modes of cutting depth up to 7 mm and 1 mm the depth of the recorded testimony every depth controlled readings. Experimental results are shown in fig. 4 and 5.

From this results, clearly shows that the load power with increasing depth progressively increasing. If the axial thrust is growing, approximately 1.5 times the amount of torque is increased 3-4 times.

You need to note that the sharp fall in axial efforts on areas of depth 2-3 and 5-6 (see fig. 5.) on these sites due to the lack of the work piece (fig. 3.) the copper layer.

The main factor increase the likelihood of brittle fracture of the cutting tool of these two power indicators may not increase the axial effort and more progressive increase in torque because the strength properties of carbide materials on the compression significantly exceed indicators of torsion.

Accelerating the process of chips from the cutting zone would contribute to the reduction of the force of friction and, consequently, improve the reliability of the drilling process. The problem of removal of chips when drilling deep hole in different cases decide in different ways. For example, when drilling drills dimensions solid this exercise method of leaching using a coolant, which is supplied, into the hole through, done in the body of the drill. In other cases, when the drill bit sizes do not give possibility of coolant above method to remove shavings used drilling method intermittent, where after a certain depth drilling is carried out periodically by the disqualification of drills from holes fast running.

The application of these techniques in our case nepriemlim. In the first case we have with micro drills. The use of coolant in the manufacture of printed circuit boards is not allowed. Design and method of intermittent drilling, because it led to the strong performance. When processing deep eyelet micro drills accelerating factor could be an increase in chip removal step spiral grooves, i.e. reducing the angle, but it would have led to a deterioration of the cutting conditions, so-as will decrease the cutting angle drills.

In the design of the drills carried out in a way that at the top of the save the desired cutting angle, and toward the end of the spiral grooves reduce its angle, IE a spiral groove cut into a vary-angle [1, 3, 4, 5, 6] and gradually increase its step, it would accelerate the process of chip and facilitate conditions for drilling.

Fig. 6 shows the scheme of drills with vary-angle spiral grooves where the angle of the grooves at the top of the drill ω₀₁₀ and at the end of the working part of ω₁. The width
of the grooves in the normal section $B_n$ on all length does not change, but the change in the front section and at the top is $B_{T_0} = \frac{B_n}{\cos \omega_0}$, and at the end of the working parts $B_{T_1} = \frac{B_n}{\cos \omega_1}$.

Changing and useful mechanical drill section. Useful section at the top: $S_x = \frac{\pi d^2}{4} - \frac{2S_n}{\cos \omega_0}$, and at the end of the working parts: $S_1 = \frac{\pi d^2}{4} - \frac{2S_n}{\cos \omega_1}$, where $S_n$ - square grooves in the normal section, $d$ - is the diameter of the drill.

If you take into account that $\omega_0 > \omega_1$, it turns out that toward the end of the working part of the useful cross-section drills intensifies. Then there are drills compared to standard must withstand stress.

Production of such drills associated with certain difficulties. At production of standard drills with a constant tilt angle of a spiral flute the special adaptation carries out the mutually agreement two movement - rotations of preparation of a drill and its movement in the axial direction at a size of a step of a spiral flute. Thus, this interrelation is defined by linear function. In case of a variable step, this interrelation is defined by difficult tangential function. Because of it was necessary to modernize the equipment and its mechanism of axial giving of an element with the Archimedean spiral to replace elements with a tangential spiral, made by our special calculations [2, 3].

Besides, because of a variable tilt angle of a spiral flute, at you - polishing of these flutes should change orientation of a grinding wheel relatively to an axis of preparation of a drill respectively to change of a tilt angle of a flute. It can be carried out in two ways: at a motionless axis of a grinding spindle to turn a preparation spindle axis round a point of intersection of these axes at a corner size $\omega = \omega_0 - \omega_1$ (see figs. 7), or motionless to leave an axis of a spindle of preparation and to turn an axis of a grinding spindle (see figs. 8) [4, 5].
size of change of a tilt angle of a spiral flute per unit length the cutting part of a drill.

Schematic diagram of the upgraded device with a lever turning mechanism shown in Fig. 9. It should be noted that with the purpose to achieve higher precision in return lever mechanism can be used rack and pinion pair.

Device for polishing spiral grooves in the side of the work piece 1 is mounted on the drill axis of rotation 2, mounted on a grinding machine table - 3D642. In this case, the axis of rotation adaptation must take place at the point "O" crossing the axis of the drill blanks and the vertical axis of symmetry of the grinding wheel 3. The other end of the device is based on a circular guide 4. Rotate lever mechanism is carried out, the reference axis 5 which is fixedly mounted on the basis of 6 devices. When the axial movement of the upper slide 7 and, accordingly, drill blanks rigidly associated finger 8 turns right shoulder of the lever 9. The left lever arm is connected to finger 10 fixedly mounted on the machine table. Thus, the rotation of the lever causes the whole structure adjustment. Thus, the linkage elements are designed so that the axial feeding blanks on a drill length value helical cutting tool is rotated by the movement of the spiral groove inclination angle $\Delta \omega = \omega_0 - \omega_1$.

For this calculated distance between the left finger and fixedly pivot device formula: $R = l \cdot \frac{L_0}{L_0} \cdot \frac{360}{2\pi \Delta \omega}$

Where: $l$ - the length of the spiral cutting drill, mm;

$L_0$ - left lever arm length;

$L_0$ - the right lever arm length;

$\Delta \omega$ - amount of change in the angle of the spiral grooves of the drill

![Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the rotation axis of the drill mechanism workpiece relative to the plane of the grinding wheel at Grinding of helical grooves with a variable tilt angle.](image)

We have designed constructed prototypes of drills with vary-angle $\omega = 30-17^\circ$, $\omega = 35-20^\circ$, $\omega = 40-22^\circ$ and $\omega = 43-23^\circ$.

All of these included circuit boards same experiments as the standard. Experimental results for drills $\omega = 30-17^\circ$ and $\omega = 35-20^\circ$ are shown on fig. 10 – 13.

Analysis of these graphs shows the following: for drills $\omega = 30-17^\circ$ performance of axial efforts almost indistinguishable from a standard drill bit $\omega = 30^\circ$, so, it was expected, because these same drill front angle and cutting conditions respectively at the cutting edge. With regard to indicators of torque, they drill $\omega = 30-17^\circ$ depending on the cutting was understated by 12-16%.

![Fig.10. The chart of change of a torque for drills $\omega = 30-17^\circ$.](image)

![Fig. 11. The chart of changes of axial efforts for drills $\omega = 30-17^\circ$.](image)
For drills $\omega = 35 - 20^\circ$ performance of axial efforts relatively understated, as rake angle increased by 5% and this facilitated the process of cutting, but indicators of torque with increasing depth drilling grows more intensively and exceed indicators of both previous designs. It is clear that the understatement of torque to drills $\omega = 30 - 17^\circ$ compared with standard drills $\omega = 30^\circ$, due to the gradual increase in step spiral grooves and accordingly reduced contact area formed by chips with processed apertures. Increasing the angle of inclination and therefore a decrease in pitch of spiral drills $\omega = 35 - 20^\circ$ again causes the reverse-torque figures intensively promoted.

When drilling by drills of $\omega = 40 - 22^\circ$ and $\omega = 43 - 23^\circ$ these power indicators are rather underestimated (see figs. 13-16) that is explained by improvement of conditions of cutting because of considerable (5-8%) increases in a forward corner at the cutting edge. However, reduction of a corner of a point at further operation causes increase in intensity of wear, and they without repoint reach only 600-800 openings.
Obviously, to get a clearer picture further experiment need to keep standard drills $\omega = 30^0$ and drills with vari-angle spiral grooves $\omega = 30 - 17^0$. Experiments were continued until the breakdown drills. Through each hole 200 checked power indicators, with increasing cutting edge wear gradually increases. After 1000 holes check carried out through every 100 holes, as increasing the likelihood of breakage of drill. Throughout a series of experiments for both types of drills, $\omega = 30^0$ nearly identical indicators remain innovative wear and axial efforts. As for torque, its value on the standard drills always exceed the value of drills with variable angle of the spiral grooves $\omega = 30 - 17^0$.

Statistics showed that the breakage of the standard drills $\omega = 30^0$ going from 1200 to 1300 holes and drill with vari-angle $\omega = 30 - 17^0$ from – 1400 to – 1500. Performance torque values before breakdown indicating the number of drilled holes N traversed the path L and size of wear on back surface drills f shown in Fig. 17 and 18.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Solid Carbide micro drills with vary-angle spiral grooves in deep drilling package provides improved chip control process intensity of hole, promoting this underestimates the force of friction and consequently the torque on the axis of the drill.

Implementation of the spiral grooves with a gradual lowering of the $\omega$-angle from the top of the drill toward the end of the working part provides useful cross-section reinforcement drills, increasing the reliability of the brittle. On the basis of the foregoing, it becomes possible to manufacture drills with elongated working part at 2-2.5mm and in the package circuit boards add another plate, which will make it possible to improve the performance of drilling process on 20%.
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